Live Drama Attendance Report-Reaction (R-R) Essay

Attendance required at one live drama (not a musical) during this semester, performed by a college or professional cast (nothing less) with a three or four-page typed Report-Reaction paper (40% report, 60% reaction) due Th 5/7/165. **I have to approve the play in advance.** You may follow the format of our Essay sheet, or you may divide your paper into two parts, the first 40% report and the last 60% part reaction.

"Report" means *facts* stated very specifically, including whichever items are appropriate: theater/location name and address; day, date, and time attended; setting, plot, author/title, actors, scenery (stage arrangement and props, lighting, costumes). "Reaction" means both your personal feelings and *critical analysis* of the following, using the terminology from the Lit. Terms sheet and the readings that show your knowledge of this course's teaching: the actors' skill in acting and delivery; the artistic quality of the play; and the plot, theme, character, etc.

*Note: while you may choose any location, you should know that our drama department is nationally famous and is probably the least expensive.*